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After designing LSAs for others, Milan Bristela built the Bristell his way

BY ALTON K. MARSH

EVEN WHEN YOU'RE A TOP AIRCRAFT DESIGNER IN A COUNTRY
with a reputation for building leading light sport aircraft models, you face frustrating compro
mises. In the case of aeronautical engineer Milan Bristela, that led to a desire to start his own

company and make aircraft his way. He's proud to give it his name: the Bristell.

This one, Bristela says, is not just for the usual profit motive. The Bristell was designed from

the heart, and that's why he prints "Wings with heart" on both sides of the cockpit.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS ROSE
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MOST CUSTOMERS are
requesting the Garmin
G3X glass cockpit
option, and many want
an autopilot plus
instrument-flying
capability. The lights
under the eyebrow-an
American touch
provide an elegant
solution to panel
lighting, as does the
silver Start button.

The result is an aircraft with all the clever features Bristela

ever imagined during his past four projects that include

SportCruiser, briefly known as the PiperS port. It's like nothing
he's ever done, and borrows its best features from the auto

motive industry. Although based in the Czech Republic, the
company is named BRM Aero after a British Formula One race

team: British Racing Motors. The letters even match the start of

his surname and his first name. He was fascinated by the team

and its famous world champion driver, Graham Hill, as a child.

(The BRM name may yet appear on an all-electric British race

car intended to compete in hill climbs.)

The base price is just less than $152,000 but covers a ready

to-fly, well-equipped airplane with avionics, certification, and

shipping costs included. Most go out the door at $155,000 to

$160,000. With all options (including a Garmin G3X glass cock
pit), the price approaches $180,000. Most customers want not

only an autopilot and glass cockpit, but instrument capability
as well for training and practice in VFR conditions.

CLEVER DECISIONS. The first step Bristela made was to move

away from composites and back to metal. "I decided to do an

all-metal structure because I would like the plane to be used

for 50 or 60 years, like with some of the DC-3s," he said. (DC-3

production ceased in 1942.) "The all-metal structure is easy to

check to see its condition. You can prolong the life of the metal

structure, which you can't do with composite structures."
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"I copied the design of the cockpit as closely as
possible to high-level cars because that is the
expectation of today's customers!' -Milan Bristela

He used composites where
it made sense, in this case on the

rudder, the engine cowling, and

around the canopy frame for a tight

fit. That brings up another feature,

a canopy that closes like a car door

without extra latches. You just

close it. A first latch keeps it from

flying open if it should ever come
loose. A second one locks it. 'wo

"Today's customers are looking g
for the same comfort of the high- ~

level cars," Bristela said. "I copied ~

the design of the cockpit as closely ~
as possible to high-quality cars :g

-"'-
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because that is the expectation of
today's customers."

Another clever move was to
build small extensions onto the

fuselage that contain the spar.
That way, passengers are walking
on a continuous hard point as they
enter the aircraft, instead of the soft
metal of the wing.

While Bristela determined the

overall look, he is listening closely
to the American importers of the
airplane. They are John Calla and
Barry Pruitt of BristellUSA in
Lititz, Pennsylvania, and dealer
Lou Mancuso of Mid Island Air

Service on Long Island, New York.
Mancuso, an aviation legend in his
own right-son of an aviation pio
neer, and father of world-class

airshow pilot Mike Mancuso-feels

it is the best LSAhe has ever seen.

He has operated several other
brands (at least five) in his flight
school.

REFINEMENTS IN PROGRESS.

One of the changes Bristela's
American friends wanted was
one he didn't like. There is now a

ground-power receptacle on the
right side of the nose. Bristela feels
it spoils the look of the design, so
it will be moved on subsequent
Bristells to the belly,just at the fire
wall. That will keep ground crew
glued to the wing when pulling
the plug, and well back from the
propeller, not to mention that the
receptacle will be out of sight.

Another refinement in prog
ress is the size of the fuel tank. The

SPECIFICATIONS

Powerplant I 100 hp Rotax 912 ULS
Recommended TBO 1 2,000 hr
Propeller 1 Fitl Eco Competition 62.2 In dia
Length I 21ft 2 in
Height 17ft 6 In
Wingspan 1 29 ft 11in
Wing area 1 126.5 sq ft
Wing loading 1 10.5 Ib/sq ft
Seats I 2
Cabin length 16ft 3 In
Cabin width 14ft 3 In
Cabin height 13ft 10 In
Empty weight 1 715 Ib
Empty weight, as tested 1 756 Ib
Max gross weight 1 1,320 Ib
Useful load 1 605 Ib
Useful load, as tested 1 564 Ib
Payload w/full fuel 1 403 Ib
Payload w/full fuel, as tested 1 362 Ib
Max takeoff weight 1 1,320 Ib
Max landing weight 1 1,320 Ib
Fuel capacity 1 34 gal (33.7 gal usable)

204 Ib (202 Ib usable)

Baggage capacity I 33 Ib fuselage, 44 Ib each wing

PERFORMANCE

Takeoff distance, ground roll 1 688 ft
Takeoff distance over 50-ft obstacle I 1,082 ft
Max demonstrated crosswind component 115kt
Rate of climb, sea level I 700 fpm
Cruise speed/endurance w/45-min rsv, std fuel

(fuel consumption) 3,000 ft
@ 75% power, best economy 1110kt/5.9 hr

(33 pph/5.5 gph)
Service ceiling I 14,000 ft
Landing distance over 50-ft obstacle 1 721 ft
Landing distance, ground roll I 492 ft

LIMITING AND RECOMMENDED AIRSPEEDS

VX (best angle of climb) 1 55 KIA5
Vy (best rate of climb) 1 65 KIAS
VA (design maneuvering) I 89 KIAS
VFE (max flap extended) 1 75 KIA5
VNO (max structural cruising) I 115KIA5
VNE (never exceed) 1 145 KIAS
VR (rotation) 1 30 KIAS
V51 (stall, clean) I 39 KIAS
V50 (stall, in landing configuration) 1 32 KIAS

For more information, contact Bristell USA, 500 Airport
Road, Suite D, Lititz, Pennsylvania 17543; 717-769-4572;
bristell.com.

All specifications are based on manufacturer's calcula
tions. All performance figures are based on standard day,
standard atmosphere, sea level, gross weight conditions
unless otherwise noted.
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MILAN BRISTELA sits proudly
in a design that captures his
personal vision (center).
Wings end in a graceful
upward curve to form a
winglet (above). Attention
to detail is seen in the
interior stitching (top).
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pilot operating handbook says each
wing tank holds 17gallons of fuel,
but tanks on the one I flew were

clearly labeled as 15.8 gallons.
The label was correct; it may be
the tooling in the Czech Republic
that is wrong. The matter will be
resolved. The final number will
be a total for both tanks in excess

of 30 gallons-enough to keep the
lOO-horsepower Rotax engine run
ning for six hours.

Here's a quick list of additional
cool features. There is a mount

for an iPad on the co-pilot side. So
many people are already using the
iPad in flight-the one in the Bristell
displayed a VFR sectional chart
that it was decided to include not

only a mount but a power source.
The oil door is big enough to

see both the oil and coolant levels

without removing the cowling, as is required on some other
models of light sport aircraft.

Leave it to Americans to suggest disco lighting for the instru
ment panel. A rope of red lights across the top of the panel
provides plenty oflight for night operations, and is available in
blue or green. Two nine-diode LED lights, one on each wing,
provide both taxi and landing illumination, and together draw
less than three amps.

Cables are in place on all Bristell aircraft for electric aileron

trim, and harnesses are in place for a BRS parachute recovery
system-an $8,000 option. The servos for the aileron trim and
the actual BRS parachute with its launching mechanism will
only be installed on customer request. This means a customer
buying a used Bristell without the BRSparachute can have one
easily installed at the factory; the harness is already in place.

The cabin is 51inches wide, two inches wider than a Cirrus,
SR22, and achieves that width at the elbows. Many times the '
cabin widths reported by manufacturers are widest either ahead
or behind the passengers, Pruitt said.

The tail is sealed to keep nesting birds out, and the tail
mounted servo for electric elevator trim is located in a position
where water will not collect and ruin it.Pruitt said that has been



a problem with other brands ofLSAs.Electrical connections in
the tail are also located high in the fuselage to keep them out of
any moisture that might collect.

Wheel pants are an option; as an alternative, flight schools
can add composite wheel fenders to keep the bottom of the fuse
lage clean.There are toe brakes on the adjustable rudder pedals.

Options on the aircraft I flew include a TruTrak Flight
Systemselectronic flight instrument display that, once installed,
allows the installation of a $3,000 altitude-holding TruTrak
autopilot. A TruTrak TS-83 Wi-Fi module provides a backup
engine display by sending engine data directly to an iPhone,
iPod Touch, or iPad. There's an app for that called iMonitor
EMS for $50, which can record engine data every two sec
onds on to a thumb drive and plugged into a USBport. It also
means someone can stand as far at 15feet outside the airplane
during a ground test, watching engine data. The airplane has
Garmin radios and transponder, a Garmin GPSMAP 696, and a
PS Engineering PM3000 intercom.

THE FLIGHT. I got to fly the comfortable Bristell twice thanks
to hiccups in coordination at Avon Park, Florida. The airplane
scheduled to carry the photographer was in pieces and getting

an annual inspection. Instead, I
flew the Bristell in the pattern,
making a couple of thumper land
ings that served to remind me of
one of the differences between

heavier aircraft and LSAs.The light
aircraft don't have a lot of mass.

"There's no inertia," Pruitt said. "If

you give up power too soon, there is
no inertia to carry the aircraft down
the runway, so you lose energy all
at once and get a thumper landing."

Making that perfect landing
became an obsession. The next

morning when our photo-shoot
preparations began, we found the
canopy was fogged; but, so were
the windows of the Cessna 172

lead aircraft carrying photogra
pher Chris Rose.

We had to wait anyway for oil
temperature of the Rotax to reach

THE ULTIMATE touch from
this high-quality manufacturer
is a kit of quality tools that
includes an air compressor
for tire inflation (top). Even
the air intakes retain the
elegance of the overall design
(above).
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A 12-VOLT POWER receptacle
can power the factory
provided air compressor, or
whatever accessories you
might need. A USB port allows
downloading of engine data
(top). Even the control stick
handle is carved wood, com
pared to rubber grips found in
many aircraft (top right).
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the green arc, and by that time both aircraft
had clear windows. Bristell officials hud

dled on the tarmac in light jackets t<?fend
off the cold. John Rathmell and I were com
fortable with the aircraft heater in action.

Preflight had included an inspection of the
two watertight wing lockers for baggage,
one containing a factory-provided tool
kit for field repairs. There is even a 12-volt
air compressor that plugs into the power
receptacle in the airplane for pumping up
the tires.

In most aircraft, I have to consider
whether to fly right seat or left for best vis
ibility for formation photo shoots. With the
Bristell, there was no issue; visibility was
everywhere. Prepare for spectacular take
offs in most of the Light Sport aircraft on
the market. The Bristell climbed out at 750

feet per minute at 65 knots indicated. I had
briefed lead pilot phil Jimenez that we were

going to be fast and to keep his speed up,
but join-up with the 172(with a 180-horse
power engine) took longer than expected.
We asked him for a power reduction.

Pruitt said he saw from 108to 114knots

true airspeed at a power setting of 5,250
rpm-varying his altitude from 1,500 feet to

9,500 feet-on the flight from pennsylvania

to Florida and back. The pilot operating handbook is
intentionally conservative and suggests the aircraft will
cruise at 89 knots true airspeed at 3,000 feet, although
Pruitt said the actual number is closer to 110.(The spec
ification box at the end of this article was changed to
the more realistic 110knots.) ASTM standards allow
LSA aircraft to cruise at 120knots true airspeed.

Only a light touch on the control stick was
required to keep the Bristell in position above Lake
Istokpoga, following radio and hand-signal directions
by Rose in the 172.Red shafts of light from the rising
sun played across treetops along the shore. When it
was over, it was time for the landing I had envisioned,
the non-thumper.

Rathmell suggested an overhead military-style
arrival to the still-quiet Avon Park airport-it was not
yet 8 a.m.-resulting in a 360-degree turn to final. The
game was on. Although I hadn't said anything, Rathmell
could see what was coming. "You're determined to
make that smooth landing, aren't you?" I confirmed
his suspicion.

Leaving a little power on through the touchdown,
I got the landing I had hoped for, and since we were
far from the terminal where Calla, Pruitt, Mancuso,
Bristela, and Bristela's Web team and marketing team
waited, I was determined that all humans and any
Florida wildlife present on the airport would have time
to notice. I kept the nose up a long time after touch
ing down and later interviewed the waiting group to
determine who saw the landing and who didn't, and

to inform those who didn't of its eye-watering beauty. ,
As Bristela said, this model represents the way he •

always wanted to design. Although its starting price
matches many light sport aircraft now in the fleet, this
one may become known as the top of the fleet. AOPA

EMAIL alton.marsh@aopa.org
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